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This is the extended and annotated edition including * an extensive annotation of more than 5.000 words about the
history and evolution of the book we call 'The Bible' * an interactive table-of-contents * perfect formatting for electronic
reading devices This edition contains a selection of Apocrypha. Contents: The First Book Of Adam And Eve The Second
Book Of Adam And Eve The Book Of The Secrets Of Enoch. The Psalms Of Solomon The Odes Of Solomon. The Letter
Of Aristeas Fourth Book Of Maccabees The Story Of Ahikar The Testaments Of The Twelve Patriarchs Testament Of
Reuben Testament Of Simeon Testament Of Levi The Testament Of Judah The Testament Of Issachar The Testament
Of Zebulun The Testament Of Dan The Testament Of Naphtali The Testament Of Gad The Testament Of Asher The
Testament Of Joseph The Testament Of Benjamin
Betrayed, Isolated and Hunted, there is only one scape: The Poisoned Woods. When Rose and Snow White are caught
in the middle of a political conspiracy, they are separated for their own protection. Snow White fears for Rose's safety.
Rose, however, beings to fear herself. Isolated and hunted, Rose must rely on Ambrose's advice to survive. But as her
relationship with the enigmatic man deepens, she learns things about her character and desires that should have stayed
hidden. Keywords: dystopian fantasy, snow white, dark fairy tale, new adult, teen fantasy, teen romance
Psylocke finds herself in the new world of Mutantkind, unsure of her place in it. But when a face from her past returns
only to be killed, she seeks help from others who feel similarly to get vengeance. COLLECTING: FALLEN ANGELS
(2019) 1-6
Are you prepared for what is about to happen? Giants, Fallen Angels and the Return of the Nephilim will discuss Biblical
prophecies of giants on the earth, the Last Days demonic plot of engineering genetic hybrids, and what all of it has to do
with Israel and the Middle East. In this book, you will receive answers to these questions and more… Have tribes of giants
ever walked this Earth? Why are there massive and precise “prehistoric” megalithic structures throughout the world?
Was early man a Neolithic Stone Age caveman or did he receive knowledge from other sources? Are aliens actually
fallen angels? Who are the Nephilim, and are they returning to Earth? Discover how important these questions are, from
both a personal and global perspective. Read this book and open your eyes to the dangers that await mankind, and
humanity’s only hope.
Brailean is a young boy who lives in the deep rural south. Born into a world of hate and lies, he must learn how to control
the demon within. The Community has infiltrated the town of Eden in search of the prized boy. Brailean is protected by
the Most High, as he endures a journey of pain and suffering. He is the salvation of the Dark One and his damned army
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of camouflaged demons. In a world of evil, devils walk among men, and men walk as devils. Brailean is not your average
boy. He possesses a very dark power, equipped with a kind heart. Will this fallen angel ever find his wings?
Mortal Sin As a fallen Angel of Death, Azrael is cursed to walk the earth alone in search of redemption. One night, as he
wanders the streets of New Orleans, he discovers a woman surrounded by panther shifters. No longer able to contain the
anger simmering within, Az summons his dark powers and attacks, determined to protect this innocent human from
certain death. Only Jade Pierce is no delicate flower. She's spent years learning to survive and fight the evil forces sent
by her ex-lover who refuses to let her go. But after seeing Az in action, she figures she could use a little supernatural
help. And so she plans a course of seduction guaranteed to arouse his interest and his angelic passions. . . Praise for
Cynthia Eden's novels "A wickedly unique voice in paranormal romance!" --Larissa Ione on I'll Be Slaying You "A fast-
paced, sexy thrill ride you won't want to miss." --Christine Feehan on Eternal Hunter "Cynthia's on my must-buy list."
--New York Times bestselling author Angie Fox
Immortalized by fire, a new prince will reign as Heaven trembles in fear.Struck from Heaven to Hell, even the infinite
peace of suicide is stolen from Lucifer. His maker isn't done with him-not by a long shot. With the promise of soaring
wings that could return him to his forbidden love, can Lucifer do the heinous task that is being demanded of him? Banned
from glimpsing Lucifer, Gabriel has her own redemption to pay. But her penance is unconscionable, an order that goes
against all that she has strived to uphold since Lucifer's banishment. A punishment that will turn Lucifer against her if he
ever found out.Worlds apart, and with danger and betrayals on the horizon, can these forbidden lovers ever find their way
back to one another, or will this finally be the end of their jilted love story?New Adult/Paranormal Romance/Angel/Demon
Warning - This book contains some language and sexual situations. Fallen Angel Series Order 1. Ashes of Eden 2. Dawn
of Reckoning (New and Lengthened version Now Available Nov 2018) 3. Breaking Lucifer (Jan 2019 New Release) 4.
Cold-Blooded Fate (Releasing March 2019) 5. Falling Stars (Releasing May 2019)
We've been off and on again since the dawn of time. Literally.Thousands of years ago Lucifer kicked me out of hell. He
made Samael choose between working for him or being with me.Samael chose. Poorly.Nowadays, I have a life on earth,
but that doesn't stop me from getting pulled into all the trouble that Heaven and Hell rain on us. And Samael needs my
help. He's the only man - well, Fallen Angel - I've ever loved and being near him again stirs up every emotion I've buried.
We're trying to stop the apocalypse, chasing after Antichrists and cursed silver all over the world and trying to uncover
the evil behind it. We're physically closer than we have been in centuries. All that closeness? It has consequences. Or it
will. In about nine months.It looks like our family is growing again ... if the world doesn't end first.
Sometimes God has a good reason for breaking your heart. Devi always feared God took her brother because there was
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something horrible about her. She’s about to find out she was right. Keywords: angels, young adult, ya paranormal romance
Fallen angels. Undeniable attraction. A brewing war between Heaven and Hell. Discover the dangerously dark and deeply
romantic Siders series, where angels fall and not all demons are evil. Get your copy today and delve into the addictive paranormal
series everyone is talking about. If you like Holly Black, Cassandra Clare, J.R. Ward, Nalini Singh, Gena Showalter, Stephanie
Meyer, Jeaniene Frost, Rachel Vincent, Richelle Mead, Ilona Andrews, P.C. Cast, Jennifer L Armentrout, Lynsay Sands, Charlaine
Harris, Patricia Briggs, Kim Harrison, and Sherrilyn Kenyon, you'll love Leah Clifford! A TOUCH MORTAL - BOOK 1 Getting
involved with an angel, especially a half-Fallen one, might not have been Eden's best idea. Still, she never thought a summer fling
with Az would end up costing her mortality. Now, there's no way of telling what will happen when Eden's fingertips graze human
skin. The power that builds inside her, Touch, strips away morals and logic. Some people only feel a high; others are overcome by
their darkest thoughts. Worse, word's gotten around that her Touch can kill her own kind, a skill Luke and the Fallen are desperate
to harness. The last thing Eden needs is the rumor to spread. Especially since it's true. With the Fallen closing in, and loyalties in
doubt, Eden must rely on the guy who broke her heart to keep it beating. Working with the Upstairs, Az is determined to defeat
Luke and win back more than just Eden's loyalty. But Eden will be damned, literally, before she lets him off the hook that easily. A
TOUCH MORBID - BOOK 2 Eden saved Az. She went up against pure evil and won. But at what cost? With loyal friends suffering,
and her chance at a future with Az disintegrating, new enemies are the last threat Eden needs. Especially with the Fallen after
revenge. But when mortal paths start breaking apart, Eden knows the game has changed and all of humanity is now at stake.
Kristen stayed out of the battle. She gave Eden the headstart she needed to save Az, and faced Gabriel's wrath when he found
out. All because she couldn't chance her own secrets being exposed. Now, without intervention from Gabriel, madness slowly
claims Kristen's mind. When desperation forces Kristen to consider a path she swore she'd put behind her, her only hope rests
with a temptation too wicked to resist a second time. Because the only one who can save her sanity, may cost her soul. A TOUCH
MENACING - BOOK 3 Angels want Eden dead. They're calling for the extermination of her kind, and she's at the top of the list. A
strange plague is unraveling mortal paths and granted, it's the same plague that's turning Eden to ash, but Heaven isn't willing to
wait. Eden's never been afraid to fight--for Az, for her friends, for her very life. But with the Fallen on her heels and all the powers
of the Bound crushing down on her, is there anyone left she can truly trust? It's in the gray areas that heroes are made, in the
spaces between life and death, good and evil. Heaven and Hell. What will Eden risk for the chance to be mortal again? What will
she sacrifice for true love? Who will make it to the dramatic conclusion of Leah Clifford's epic trilogy alive?
New and Lengthened Oct 2018 VersionFreedom comes at a price, a price Lucifer never wanted to pay.Banished to Earth, Lucifer
will do anything to redeem himself of his sins and be granted his place back in Heaven among the other archangels. Losing
Gabriel was the worst moment of his immortal life. The blackening of his glorious wings was second, only because it prevents his
entry above where she remains locked away.After more than a millennium of lonely servitude, Lucifer is sure he
Provides convincing evidence that angels, demons, and fallen angels were flesh-and-blood members of a giant race predating
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humanity, spoken of in the Bible as the Nephilim. • Indicates that the earthly paradise of Eden was a realm in the mountains of
Kurdistan. • By the author of Gateway to Atlantis. Our mythology describes how beings of great beauty and intelligence, who
served as messengers of gods, fell from grace through pride. These angels, also known as Watchers, are spoken of in the Bible
and other religious texts as lusting after human women, who lay with them and gave birth to giant offspring called the Nephilim.
These religious sources also record how these beings revealed forbidden arts and sciences to humanity--transgressions that led to
their destruction in the Great Flood. Andrew Collins reveals that these angels, demons, and fallen angels were flesh-and-blood
members of a race predating our own. He offers evidence that they lived in Egypt (prior to the ancient Egyptians), where they built
the Sphinx and other megalithic monuments, before leaving the region for what is now eastern Turkey following the cataclysms
that accompanied the last Ice Age. Here they lived in isolation before gradually establishing contact with the developing human
societies of the Mesopotamian plains below. Humanity regarded these angels--described as tall, white-haired beings with viperlike
faces and burning eyes--as gods and their realm the paradise wherein grew the tree of knowledge. Andrew Collins demonstrates
how the legends behind the fall of the Watchers echo the faded memory of actual historical events and that the legacy they have
left humanity is one we can afford to ignore only at our own peril.
The Holy Bible, "the Book Nobody Knows," as described by one Bruce Barton, is a book of ancient stories, prophecies, and
wisdom literatures. But the Bible does have other specific themes. It contains specific teachings, knowledge and instructions on
the purposes of the Creator and His plan for human salvation. In the series, The Foundation of Biblical Faith, the foundational
knowledge and teachings of the Scriptures and treated in-depth. In this volume 1, Repentance from Dead Works, you will learn
about the meaning of Biblical repentance and your need for it; sin, its effects, how the Creator views it, and the need to turn from it;
the law and its purposes; the Levitical and Melchizedek priesthoods, sacrifices and their meanings and purposes. You will also
learn the place of true deliverance in repentance and its relationship with the law. The book defines Repentance, shows the place
and functions of Biblical Laws in Repentance, and shows the difference between the Levitical sacrificial laws and the Laws in the
first five Books of the Bible. It gives a Biblical example of true repentance, discusses obstacles to true repentance, and shows the
need for true deliverance in repentance.
The Bible is a ready resource for guidance on topics and questions that often provoke and perplex believers. And yet few know
where to look for the answers they need. Until now. Written in question-and-answer format for easy reading, this quick reference
guide provides brief summaries of important biblical doctrines so Christians can confidently and honestly discuss their beliefs with
family, friends, and neighbors.
My name is Darcy Anderson, and I am cursed with a dark power: Whenever my life is in danger, something inside me summons
elemental fire to protect me. I cannot control this. One night, I was attacked in my home. The fire ... it raged out of control. I
survived the inferno, but my house burned to the ground - with my parents inside. I was at a loss to explain to the courts what
happened, and they sent me to prison for ten years for manslaughter. Now I'm out on parole, and all I want is to return to my home
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town and rebuild my life; but the man who attacked me is back to finish the job he started. I can sense the power in me growing. If
I can't control it, it will control me and destroy everything - and everyone - I love. - Fallen Angels - Book 1 - Angel Fire Book 2 -
Angel's Breath Book 3 - Earth Angel Book 4 - Angel Tears Book 5 - Angel of Darkness The Complete Book of Fallen Angels
Haunted by a military mission that ended in personal tragedy, Declan Byrne still bears a soldier's scars. As a park ranger on the
secluded Mendocino coast, he guards his heart while standing ready for anything. Anything except a beautiful, ethereal woman
with a mysterious past, falling from the cliffs to the rocks below. Angel, as Declan decides to call her, has no memory of what
happened. But as her body heals, disturbing dreams emerge. In Declan's protective care, Angel feels safe to act on the undeniable
passion between them, without the threats from old, unnameable demons. And, in time, she senses Declan needs her as
desperately as she needs him. But when her past returns with a vengeance, Declan must decide just how much he's willing to risk
in order to keep the woman he loves safe.
This book deals with more factual theology, financial literacy, computer literacy, antitheft cyber security, and scam
prevention. Additionally, it gives you a grasp on computer technology that you will see from now to beyond 2020.
Surviving Life Quick Tips 2.0 also gives you proven theological insight on what life is truly all about.
Poisonous mists settled in the lowlands 17 years ago, rendering ninety percent of the land uninhabitable and killing over
half the population. Most blame their misfortune on industrialization or the fey, but some curse Snow White, the princess
who was born poisoned. As the only person who can survive entering the poisoned woods without a gas mask, Snow
White has dedicated her life to studying the poison and finding a cure. This obsession draws her deeper into the woods
and its secrets, where nothing is as it seems. When Snow White saves a man who should never have been saved, she
unleashes an evil more horrifying and destructive than the poison. Keywords: free ebook, dystopian fantasy, young adult,
new adult, dark fairy tale, dark fantasy, steampunk, alternative history, teen romance
"Nicole St. James was a nice woman. An innocent, pretty, twenty-something schoolteacher with her life ahead of her. But
as the angel of death, it's Keenan's job to take that life away. So when a vampire attacks Nicole, Keenan is not supposed
to snap and take out the vampire instead. It cost him his wings-but she's worth it. Except when Keenan catches up to his
pretty schoolteacher, she's not so innocent anymore. Hot red lipstick, tight black shorts and long white fangs-she's ready
to kick the asses of anyone who helped turn her into a damn bloodsucker. Unless that ass is unusually shapely and
attached to a certain fallen angel. Even with all of heaven and half of hell after them, someone will have to teach Keenan
about the fun kinds of sina"
Devi knows she shouldn't trust the new employee at her favorite used bookstore. Sure, he's funny, smart and hands
down the sexiest guy she's ever met, but something dark lurks behind his unassuming smile and sinful green eyes. Still,
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a girl can't always afford to be picky. When an angel abducts your twin brother it should come as no surprise that the one
person who can help you get him back is a demon--and only if you're willing to pay his price. Keywords: YA Paranormal
Romance, Angels, Demons, Young Adult, Fantasy Romance
Lucifer was the brightest archangel of them all...until he fell in love. Before Earth there was Heaven, a place of
immortality and subservience where angels existed to watch the world transform. Until one angel changed everything.
Stripped of his essence, flesh replaced light, and the weight of Lucifer's new wings bore down on him like a burden...until
he saw her.By his side since the dawn of time, Gabriel was Lucifer's closest companion in brilliant light. But seeing her in
the flesh changed everything. With their new angelic bodies, Lucifer can't look away. And not because she's perfection
personified. Beyond Gabriel's cascading hair, porcelain skin, and blushed lips, her silvery eyes are the windows to her
very soul and her eternal hope--even for an unworthy angel like him.And Lucifer is unworthy.His thoughts of her alone
are a sin. The intimate acts he imagines committing with her could cost him more than his place amongst the archangels.
But he can't stop how he feels when she looks at him. When Gabriel's gentle hand lays flat over Lucifer's chest, his heart
beats faster...for her. Controlling the forbidden desires that rule Lucifer will be the hardest thing he's ever had to endure,
but giving in to them could cost him the one being he can't live without. New Adult/Paranormal Romance/Angel/Demon
Lucifer was the brightest archangel of them all...until he fell in love. Before Earth there was Heaven, a place of
immortality and subservience where angels existed to watch the world transform. Until one angel changed everything.
Stripped of his essence, flesh replaced light, and the weight of Lucifer's new wings bore down on him like a burden...until
he saw her. By his side since the dawn of time, Gabriel was Lucifer's closest companion in brilliant light. But seeing her in
the flesh changed him. Lucifer can't look away. And not because she's perfection personified. Beyond Gabriel's
cascading hair, porcelain skin, and blushed lips, her silvery eyes are the windows to her very soul and her eternal hope-
even for an unworthy angel like him. And Lucifer is unworthy. His thoughts of her alone are a sin. The intimate acts he
imagines committing with her could cost him more than his place amongst the archangels. But he can't stop how he feels
when she looks at him. When Gabriel's gentle hand lays flat over Lucifer's chest, his heart beats faster...for her.
Controlling the forbidden desires that rule Lucifer will be the hardest thing he's ever had to endure, but giving in to them
could cost him the one being he can't live without.
“My favorite historical novel . . . a superb re-creation of the Battle of Gettysburg, but its real importance is its insight into
what the war was about, and what it meant.”—James M. McPherson In the four most bloody and courageous days of our
nation's history, two armies fought for two conflicting dreams. One dreamed of freedom, the other of a way of life. Far
more than rifles and bullets were carried into battle. There were memories. There were promises. There was love. And
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far more than men fell on those Pennsylvania fields. Bright futures, untested innocence, and pristine beauty were also the
casualties of war. Michael Shaara's Pulitzer Prize–winning masterpiece is unique, sweeping, unforgettable—the dramatic
story of the battleground for America's destiny.
After Eden (Fallen Angels, Book 1)Katherine Pine
Jessica's had the nightmares for as long as she can remember. Nightmares of being judged for people who have died, of
being branded by the angels. Her friends and family think she's a crazy because of it all. Yet she carries the mark of the
condemned, seared into the back of her neck, and hides it and herself away from the world. But when two men she can't
ignore enter her life everything changes, including the nightmares. The two of them couldn't be more different. She will do
anything to be with one of them. Even tell him the truth about angels, why she never sleeps, and the scar on the back of
her neck. But one of the two has set events into motion what will pull her toward her own judgment and turn her into the
object of her greatest fear.
Dark and sinfully delicious, Michele Hauf’s new series explores the passionate world of angels and demons.... All her life
Eden Campbell had dreamed of angels….but none that she painted was like the fallen angel who attacked her. A muse,
Eden was now to bear her attacker’s offspring—one who promised the apocalypse and foretold her death. Where else
could she turn but into the arms of a mesmerizingly handsome angel slayer? But Ashur’s protection came with a price.
The dark, dangerous and oh-so-sexy slayer tormented her, made her remember how long it’d been since she’d had a
man. But Ashur was no man, and no angel. He was a demon. Called from Beneath to slay her attacker, he could commit
every sin but couldn’t fall in love. And that was the one thing Eden wanted from him. How could she choose between a
death sentence or a life without Ashur? Originally published in 2010
Seventeen-year-old Richie Perry, just out of his Harlem high school, enlists in the Army in the summer of 1967 and
spends a devastating year on active duty in Vietnam.
God is a lie. It is the Angels who rule Heaven in his name and have done so ever since their rebellion. Their power
should be absolute but Lucifer's betrayal and the Fall devastated their numbers. Their reign is weak and in their
desperation many have committed unforgivable acts. Sariel is a powerless Arch Angel all but imprisoned in Heaven. She
lives a bored, lonely existence pining for something more. little does she realise that she is a pawn in Heaven's power
struggles, but her discovery of its secrets will reignite an ancient war. The Gods' power has been broken, they are either
dead or imprisoned. But when Sariel frees two goddesses they remind the Angels and the world what they should not
have forgotten. But beneath the power struggles of Heaven and Earth lies Hell and all its dark, forgotten secrets. It is
within its tormented embrace that Sariel is drawn to her destiny. But can she survive Hell long enough to reach Lucifer
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and if she does the Beast will be waiting.
Our Lord's over all plan for us and his work for us in the next age. This is a book for the religious, those who wish to find
another meaning in their Bible and for those interested in the hollow earth theory, the Pyramid of Giza, and astrology.
In some ways this book is a sequel to The Pillars of Tubal Cain by Nigel Jackson and Michael Howard, in another way it
is a prequel in the sense that it expands on the material and themes specifically contributed by the author to that book.
However it also stands on its own as a concise, popular and reader-friendly introduction to this mysterious, and
sometimes obscure and sinister, subject.
The holy champion chosen to save the world is enslaved to a sadistic fallen angel and losing the battle for his sanity. The
guy chosen to save the holy champion is his binge-drinking redneck brother. So, basically, the world is screwed. Meet the
Whitney boys: Colt-a mentally unstable holy soldier with a rapidly deteriorating hold on reality. His last plan to rid the
world of evil either failed horribly or went off without a hitch. With the constant torture and brainwashing, it's getting hard
to be sure of anything but the sick attachment he's developing to his beautiful tormentor. Tough-a smart-mouthed honky-
tonk hero trying to drown his problems in music, women, and good times. He hasn't spoken to Colt in five years-not since
their disagreement over a nymphomaniac vampire turned into a drunken slugfest-but they're still brothers. Tough knows
he can't leave Colt fighting for his life and his sanity alone. The question is whether Tough can fight off his personal
demons long enough to save Colt from the literal ones. Halo Bound is the first book in the Redneck Apocalypse series.
A shifter cop and a sexy angel must stop a killer in this paranormal romance by the New York Times–bestselling author of
Angel in Chains. With a messed-up family background and a tendency to grow claws and fangs, Tanner Chance isn't
exactly the boy next door. But he's a decent cop, and he keeps himself on the side of the good guys. Convenient,
because when he rescues a survivor of a horrific shifter attack, he finds himself instantly smitten—with an honest-to-
goodness angel, as innocent as she is irresistible. Marna may be angelic, but she's not stupid or weak. She can take
care of herself. Tanner is more temptation than protection anyway. Or so she thinks, until someone wearing her face
starts taking out some of New Orleans's more unsavory paranormals. With police and predators both gunning for her
blood, Marna has no choice but to trust Tanner . . . even though what's sparking between them is hotter than anything
holy. Praise for Avenging Angel “Red hot . . . . Eden delivers a satisfying tale full of pulse-pounding action and passion.”
—Publishers Weekly “Marna goes through a metamorphosis, beginning the book as an angel who's vulnerable and
scared, tortured by memories of losing her wings, and finishing with strength, power, and conviction . . . [Marna and
Tanner] have a steamy relationship and will quickly become a favorite in the Fallen series.” —RT Book Reviews, 4 1/2
Stars“/B>
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"A wickedly unique voice in paranormal romance!" --Larissa Ione A Little Bit Of Angel Lust Sammael--call him Sam--was an angel
once. An angel of Death. But the dispassionate, watch-from-above thing just wasn't working for him when it meant watching evil
torture innocent souls day in and day out. It might have cost him his wings, but these days he gets to apply the direct method on
the bad guys. Problem is, what's making his life difficult is a bad girl. . . Seline O'Shaw needs protection, and with the hounds of
hell on her tail, she's not going to quibble too hard about where she gets it. Sam's virtue is questionable, but he's smoking hot,
massively powerful, and owes her a favor. So what if she's getting a little case of angel lust? There are some damn deadly sins
after her hide. . . Praise for Cynthia Eden and her novels "Cynthia's on my must-buy list." --New York Times bestselling author
Angie Fox "Highly sensual and definitely dangerous." --Shannon McKenna on Hotter After Midnight "A fast-paced, sexy thrill ride
you won't want to miss." --Christine Feehan on Eternal Hunter
A new and transforming approach to the Book of Revelation. Margaret Barker bases her study on a fresh reading of the primary
sources. As an Old Testament scholar, she can read Revelation as Hebrew prophecy - ancient temple oracles which inspired
Jesus and his own prophecies, and influenced the whole Jerusalem Church. Jerusalem was waiting for their Great High Priest to
return and complete the Atonement at the end of the Tenth Jubilee. This expectation fuelled the revolt against Rome. Josephus,
who deserted to Rome, was the false prophet. John, who escaped to Patmos, compiled Revelation as a record of the first
generation. In the future, he taught, the Lord would return to his people in the Eucharist.This work illuminates the formative years
of Christianity, in the social, religious and political situation of mid-first-century Palestine, in a quite remarkable way. It will have
profound implications for the understanding of Christian origins and the development of Christian liturgy.
Compilation of little-known and never-before-published apocryphal Christian texts in English translation This anthology of ancient
nonbiblical Christian literature presents informed introductions to and readable translations of a wide range of little-known
apocryphal texts, most of which have never before been translated into any modern language. An introduction to the volume as a
whole addresses the most significant features of the writings included and contextualizes them within the contemporary study of
the Christian Apocrypha. The body of the book comprises thirty texts that have been carefully introduced, copiously annotated,
and translated into English by eminent scholars. With dates of composition ranging from the second century CE to early in the
second millennium, these fascinating texts provide a more complete picture of Christian thought and expression than canonical
texts alone can offer.
A modern take on one of the oldest stories, what happened to Adam and Eve after they left the Garden of Eden? They are alone
on an uninhabited planet with no survival skills. Supernatural forces torment their every move. Their relationship has been
destroyed. They are Adam and Eve, and the fate of the human race not only depends on them surviving, but falling in love.
The war in Heaven is over and everything is back to normal. Except for a third of the angels, now banished from Heaven... And
Lysander has no clue what to do. With the creation of Earth, the arrival of Adam and Eve, and the construction of the Garden of
Eden completed, he now has more responsibilities than ever before. But his focus is divided as he desperately wants to save the
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fallen angels. But when human lives are lost in his quest, he realizes that he has to make the ultimate decision - to neglect his
heavenly duties, or give up on the fallen altogether. He soon formulates a plan to end the bloodshed once and for all, but how can
it work without jeopardizing the future of Heaven and generations of humanity to come?
It starts with a whisper: "It's time for you to know who you are..." On her 17th birthday, everything will change for Violet Eden. The
boy she loves will betray her. Her enemy will save her. She will have to decide just how much she's willing to sacrifice. A centuries
old war between fallen angels and the protectors of humanity chooses a new fighter. It's a battle Violet doesn't want, but she lives
her life by two rules: don't run and don't quit. If angels seek vengeance and humans are the warriors, you could do a lot worse than
betting on Violet Eden. LINCOLN: He's been Violet's one anchor, her running partner and kickboxing trainer. Only he never told
her he's Grigori-part human, part angel-and that he was training her for an ancient battle between Angels and Exiles. PHOENIX:
No one knows where his loyalties lie, yet he's the only one there to pick up the pieces and protect her after Lincoln's lies. In a
world of dark and light, he is all shades of gray. Two sides: Angel or Exile. Two guys: Lincoln or Phoenix. The wrong choice could
cost not only her life, but her eternity... The Embrace Series: Embrace (Book 1) Entice (Book 2) Emblaze (Book 3) Endless (Book
4) Empower (Book 5) Praise for Embrace: In her YA paranormal romance debut, Jessica Shirvington combines "the badass-action
of Vampire Academy, the complex love triangles of Twilight, and the angel mythology of Fallen, taken one step further." -Book
Couture "Shirvington's debut is smart, edgy and addictive-and sure to leave readers clamoring for the rest of the series."- Kirkus
Reviews, STARRED "One of the best YA novels we've seen in a while. Get ready for a confident, kick-butt, well-defined heroine." -
RT Book Reviews
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